Actionable Knowledge from
HubIT Forum Discussions

SPEAK OUT

How can public
authorities integrate
social considerations
into public tenders?

Moderated by
Pedal Consulting

This Factsheet summarizes the inputs
and opinions shared through HubIT’s
forum platform HERE on January 2020

Introduction to the topic:

Public Procurement
Besides purely economic goals, Public Procurement can also
be used to accomplish the so-called “social linkages” objectives.
In fact, a preference for social considerations has been gaining
ground against the dominant best value for money paradigm
over the past few years. Still, according to the EU sources:

Award Criteria

Public Contracts

55% of procurement procedures still use the

Only 5% of public contracts published are

lowest price as the only award criterion, and

awarded after negotiation, without a call

most economically advantageous tenders,

for tender being published;

which may include social, environmental,
innovative, accessibility or other qualitative
criteria, are still underused;

One Bid

Value

Between 2006-2016, the number of tenders

SMEs win only 45% of the value of

with only one bid has grown from 17% to 30%;

public contracts above EU thresholds
- below their weight in the economy.

Digital
Transformation

Digital
Technologies

Digital transformation of

In 2016, only four Member States relied

public procurement is slow.

on digital technologies for all major
steps of the procurement process.

Cooperative
Procurement
Contracting authorities are rarely buying
together, as only 11% of procedures are
carried out by cooperative procurement.

To reach the full potential of

socially responsible
public procurement,

how can these challenges be addressed?

Here’s what was
shared in our
Forum regarding:

01.
Which social requirements are
the most relevant?
02.
How to foster good examples?
03.
Who is held accountable for fostering
social requirements in procurement?

04.
What are the main obstacles?
05.
How can ICT help public authorities integrate
more social considerations into public tenders?

Tender speciﬁcations should

always include social requirements,
through an European law | recommendation | directive.

Which social
requirements are
the most relevant?

Gender balance

Environmental
impacts

(if applicable)

Building of (local)
communities

Equal access to
opportunities

How to foster
good examples?
Public organizations should buy services from companies that
demonstrate corporate responsibility. If public organizations
consider this systematically, it would force companies to take
into account societal considerations. For many companies
tenders are crucial, and if your submission doesn’t ﬁt the
requirements, maybe that’s a strong enough reason to
move things around.

The speciﬁcations should
also set RRI criterion which
needs to be met, otherwise
the bidder doesn’t reach the
ﬁnal phase of the selection.

Who is held accountable for
fostering social requirements
in procurement?

It’s up to the organization that published the tender.
If the speciﬁcations include social elements, then
organizations submitting their bids will have to match them.

Unless…
We’re speaking about “public tenders”.
In this case, since public money is being spent,
the social criteria should be a MUST
(in most cases).

What are the
main obstacles?
The most concerning problems
Oftentimes choosing the lowest bidder is a requirement,
in detriment of the one that answers social needs the best.
The last one is also harder to judge compared to the price.
There are guidelines on how to include societal
considerations, but as long as it’s not regulated and
demanded, the price is the main criterion.

How can ICT help public
authorities integrate more
social considerations into
public tenders?

There are IT-based solutions which are capable of pointing
out “suspicious behaviour”, like detecting cartels or bidders
that have broken the law in the past. When connected to
public registers, they are able to generate information
about how many disadvantaged people are working in the
company, how much the company is contributing to social
beneﬁts, etc.

What metrics are being used?
The algorithms of IT solutions are based on data from various
state registers such as company balance sheets, social tax
contributions, debts, bankruptcy registers, etc.

How can this be
implemented in practice?
For an ICT tender (e.g. buying computers) the public
administration shall have access to public authentic
information about the whole fabric chain (of those
computers). You could access a repository of tracked fabric
chains which would give administrations the opportunity
to compare them through an algorithm.

TRUSTING THE FUTURE
The combination of big data, AI and blockchain
will signiﬁcantly make public procurement more

social-sensitive and transparent.

The conversation isn’t done
you can still join the discussion HERE and leave
your thoughts.

Some interesting reads
mentioned by the participants:
Socially Responsible Public Procurement and Set-Asides:
A Comparative Analysis of the US, Canada and the EU
(Research Gate)

Public Procurement for Social Progress
(Social Platform)

Tenderio (Tenderio)

Check also our Policy Brief on Responsible Procurement
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